Commingling Compliance Plan

Adopted by the Board of Directors on November 13, 1990.

DELIVERY PROCEDURES:

The Colorado Canal Company (COMPANY) has headgates and Parshall flumes on all of the laterals from the Colorado Canal. All water delivered to any lateral is spot read twice daily. The COMPANY will go through the following procedures to insure that Project water (WATER) is only delivered to eligible lands. The COMPANY has a lateral book (Exhibit A) that shows on a daily basis where the water in the canal is being delivered (both Project and Non-Project water). This shows exactly what quantity and type of water is being delivered to each lateral and the users entitlement to the water delivered to the lateral. The COMPANY will use the following check list to narrow down the number of laterals to be checked to insure compliance.

IDENTIFYING LATERALS:

I. Laterals with all eligible lands.

II. Laterals with all ineligible lands.

III. Laterals with both of the above types of lands.
   A. Laterals NOT receiving WATER this delivery.
   B. Laterals receiving WATER this delivery.
      1. If no delivery is made to ineligible land then check eligible land parcel where WATER is applied.
      2. If delivery is made to both eligible land and non-eligible land:
         (a) WATER is measured at the farm field turnout to eligible land parcels or:
         (b) Water is measured at the farm field turnout to ineligible land, whichever situation allows for the fewest measurements.

The laterals (Exhibit B) are summarized by acres of land once served, acres of land eligible, names of each eligible landholder under the lateral, maximum CFS for which lateral was designed, estimated lateral loss, and type of channel.

People receiving WATER will be spot checked daily by the Company and water will be measured by Parshall flume, Cipolletti weir, V-notch weir, or other accepted methods. These measuring devices and their installation will be subject to approval by the District and Bureau prior to WATER delivery. These readings will be given to the DISTRICT on a daily basis.

ACCOUNTING:

The COMPANY will provide to the DISTRICT a summary of the WATER
beginning at Pueblo Reservoir, diversion at Boone and delivery with the appropriate transit losses deducted to the flume delivery.

Prior to WATER delivery the COMPANY will provide to the DISTRICT the following:

1. Exhibit C, List of eligible WATER users.
2. Exhibit D, Laterals to receive WATER and land parcel number.
3. Exhibit E, Map showing:
   a. Lands where WATER can be applied.
   b. User name and lateral number for that land parcel.
   c. Where WATER will be measured and by what method.

During a delivery of WATER, the COMPANY will provide to the DISTRICT:

1. Updates of WATER delivery list.
2. Daily reading at the lateral.
3. Daily reading at the farm field turnout.
4. Calculated daily compliance figures on each lateral based on the following:
   a. Project WATER delivered to the lateral is equal to or less than the sum of the individual eligible turnout readings plus ditch loss.
5. Provide daily summary for laterals (field notes to DISTRICT).

ENFORCEMENT OF THIS POLICY:

If a WATER user is found out of compliance with his request for WATER, then his Project water will be shut off and the user will be responsible to pay costs incurred by the COMPANY for all such water found to have been delivered to ineligible land.

Respectfully Submitted,

Allen L. Ringle,
Superintendent
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